Cache This!
by Kristen Kohli
Difficulty Level: ❹
Geocaching is a hobby where people hide containers of objects and then post the locations online. Other geocachers use GPS
trackers to find the hidden caches. They then take something from the container and leave something else behind. Five people have
been geocaching, and they have hidden and found caches in a variety of locations. They have left behind and taken an assortment
of items, such as CDs and baseball cards, although the items left behind by one person (a book, for example) are not necessarily the
same item found by another. Using the clues provided, match the first name of the geocachers with the name they use online, the
type of object they left, the type of object they took, where they hid a cache, and where they found a cache.
Clues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

No one found the cache they hid, or took the same type of object they left.
None of the men had anything to do with the Travel Bugs.
Zoe is the only person who both hid and found a cache near plants.
Racefan found the cache Miguel hid, but the object he took was the same kind Logan left.
Kepler, who did not hid the CD, hid his cache near plants, unlike Miguel.
Papaya, who didn't hide her cache by plants, took the same kind of object the man who hid his cache by a fence left.
Bean found the cache hidden by the man who left the baseball card and took the action figure.
C.C. Rider took a baseball card, but did not leave a book, nor find the cache in the log.
The woman whose cache was hidden by a log found the cache hidden under a bush.

